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Oregon Country, the territory of North America west of the Rockies to the Pacific, was jointly controlled by the U.S. and Britain following the Anglo-American Convention of 1818 until June 15, 1846 when the Oregon Treaty divided the territory at the 49th parallel (see Oregon boundary dispute). The San Juan Islands were claimed and jointly occupied by the U.S. and the U.K. from 1846â€”72 due to ambiguities in the treaty (see Northwestern Boundary Dispute). Boundaries, possessions, and conflicts in Central and North America and the Caribbean. New York: Octagon Books. p. 298. ↑ "Treaty Text from the Avalon Project". What are the 4 ethnic groups of central america? Indians, Europeans, mestizos, and African descent. What landforms and climates are found in central america? Mountainous core with two climate zones, Caribbean lowlands with tropical climate, and the Pacific coastal plain with tropical wet climate. What are some causes of political conflict in Central America? The shortage of available farmland, favoring of the wealthy. Group of islands.